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a b s t r a c t
As a challenging cross-modal task, current visual grounding is usually addressed by directly analyzing the
unstructured scene and matching the query text with all region proposals, which is prone to errors, especially when the scene and/or query text are complex. In this paper, we study such complex visual grounding problem and propose to build a query dependent visual-textual (VT) scene graph to jointly
understand the image and query text. To avoid the difficulty of obtaining ground-truth scene graphs,
we propose vtGraphNet to effectively learn the bi-modal scene graph in a weakly-supervised way, where
the only supervision is the manually annotated grounding region. Specifically, we first use an ARU
Tagging model to sequentially tag every query word as either an attribute, a relationship or an auxiliary.
If a word is tagged as attribute, we develop an attribute-assigning model to associate it to a region proposal. If a word is tagged as relationship, we develop a relationship-referring model to associate it to a
pair of region proposals. A simple yet effective graph consistency loss function is constructed to constrain
the above associations to form a feasible compact VT scene graph, from which discriminative region features can be extracted and used to locate the grounding object by classification. Extensive experiments on
benchmark datasets validate the superiority of our approach in handling both simple and complex visual
grounding tasks.
Ó 2020 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Using text description to automatically localize an object of
interest from an image, visual grounding (VG) is a challenging
cross-modal task that has attracted lots of interests in both computer vision and natural language processing areas. It plays an
important role in human–machine interaction systems [1] and
intelligent robotic manipulation [2].
In recent years, the research on visual grounding has achieved
significant progress using Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) [3–10].
Some recent works [11–13] seek to fuse features from both visual
and textual modalities, and treat visual grounding as a classification problem. Another type of effective methods [14,15] aims to
reconstruct a caption for each region proposal, and uses textual
similarity between the reconstructed caption and the query text
to identify the most relevant region. Recently, visual cues and syntax are jointly considered decomposing the query text into key
items w.r.t. the region proposals [16–18]. Note, despite the
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detailed variances, most state-of-the-art visual grounding methods
follow a similar direct matching strategy, which analyzes the image
and selects the region proposal best matching the query as the prediction object.
This direct matching strategy is skilled in simple VG, however,
is prone to failure for complex VG (Fig. 1a). This is mainly because
complex VG may be set in complex scene containing visually similar objects and cluttered backgrounds. Also, highly structured and
ambiguous expressions may involve a lot of reference objects,
which may undermine a VG model. For instance, Fig. 1a shows a
complex VG example where the couch and two cats are easily misrecognized due to the complex indoor environment and the long
expressions with reference objects.
In this paper, we propose to mitigate the complex VG challenge
by modeling visual-textual attributes and relationships (Fig. 1b).
Specifically, we propose a query dependent visual-textual (VT)
scene graph to jointly understand the image and query text,
through a new DNN model vtGraphNet to effectively learn the
bi-modal VT scene graph. In practice, the first part of vtGraphNet
is an ARU Tagging model, sequentially classifying every query
word to three tags, i.e., Attribute, Relationship or aUxiliary. We
then design an attribute-assigning model and a relationship-
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Fig. 1. (a) Unlike simple VG, complex VG deals with more complex scenes, longer and complicated descriptions. That is, many reference objects and their relationships need
to be considered (the green rectangles mean the correct objects). (b) The proposed vtGraphNet can produce a VT scene graph, which will help to localize the correct object.
(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

referring model to respectively associate region proposals to corresponding words tagged as attribute and relationship. To guarantee
an effective and compact VT scene graph, a graph consistency loss
function is constructed to constrain the association of attribute and
relationship region proposals. Finally, from the VT scene graph,
region features are extracted via cross graph representation, which
is used to locate an object through classification. To avoid the
expensive cost of obtaining ground-truth scene graphs, the proposed vtGraphNet is trained in a weakly-supervised manner, with
the only supervision being ground-truth grounding regions. Since
our vtGraphNet captures both the attribute and relationship information from visual and textural modalities, as validated by the
experimental results on benchmark datasets, our approach outperforms state-of-the-art methods in both simple and complex visual
grounding tasks.

2. Related work
2.1. Visual grounding
Visual grounding (VG), also known as referring expression comprehension, seeks to locate the most related object by a given language query, which draws much concern in recent years for its
potential applications on man–machine interactive. Some earlier
studies [19,20] are inspired by real world requirements that learn
to map natural language statements to their referents. Recently,
some researchers formulated VG as selecting the best regions from
a set of given proposals[11,21,22,13,12,23] by fusing features from
multiple modalities. Reconstruction strategy is also popular in VG
task, such as [14] that propose to localize phrases in images by
reconstructing the phrase with none, little and full supervision. In
addition, some researchers [24,25,15] locate object in the weaklysupervised way, which is able to find the target object with a heat
map or other forms. Besides, some works [18,17,16,25] seek to
ground referring expression by parsing it with some specific rules.
Specifically, [22,17] consider relationship only in a small local area

for each object, but never aggregate semantic relationships among
objects. However, most previous studies focus on matching query
with every object but rarely take global relationship into account,
which makes them prone to fail in complex visual grounding.
2.2. Scene graph generation
Graph-structured representations [26,27] have attained widespread use in computer graphics to efficiently represent compositional scene [28,29], which often makes use of Markov Random
Field [30–32]. Scene graph, proposed by Ref. [33], leverages a graph
to represent the relationships (edges) among the regions (nodes) in
a given image. Graph structure can be applied to many visual
applications [34,35,33], especially tasks crossing computer vision
and natural language processing [33,36,35]. Scene graph generation, a primal task of computer vision, builds up such graph, and
gets a lot of research [37–39] in the past few years. However, most
of these methods need a fully supervised training process, which
requires numerous professional labeling and time cost, which significantly hinder the promotion of scene graph. The primary obstacle is the difficulty of obtaining semantic relationships among
objects. In this paper, we construct visual-textual (VT) scene graph
from the given query in a weakly-supervised way, which is verified
helpful to visual grounding.
3. Methodology
Given a query, i.e., a sequence of words Q ¼ fq1 ; . . . ; qT g and an
image I, visual grounding aims to locate a query related object from
I. Region proposals extracted from I denote as B ¼ fb1 ; . . . ; bC g,
where C is the number of region proposals. Then, visual grounding

problem becomes how to select the query related region b from B.
In contrast to existing methods that ignore the relationship among
region proposals, we propose a scene graph based visual grounding
method (see Fig. 2)where the relationships among region proposals
are effectively presented by a visual-textual graph network
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Fig. 2. Pipeline of the proposed vtGraphNet for complex visual grounding. We first use a proper CNN model to extract image features and region proposals. Then, an ARU
Tagging model is used to sequentially identify the tag of each word. If a word is regarded as (A)ttribute (e.g., ‘‘trick”), it is assigned to corresponding object proposals by an
attribute-assigning model. If a word is recognized as (R)elationship (e.g., ‘‘near”), it will be associated to a pair of objects by a relationship-referring model. Grounding objects
is obtained by classification using graph cross representation as features. (Best view in color.). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)

(vtGraphNet) jointly considering textual attributes and relationships from query.
3.1. VT scene graph formulation
Visual-textual scene graph. A VT scene graph is denoted as
G ¼ hV; E; A; Ri, where V is the set of nodes representing region
proposals, and E is the set of directed edges between those region
proposals. A is the set of textual attributes for nodes, and indicates
which attribute words in Q should be included into a node of V. R
is the set of textual relationships for edges and presents which
relationship words in Q should be assigned to an edge of E. Note,
a region proposal could have several attributes, and an edge could
have several relationships too. Our goal is to learn how to transform a complicated image I and its proposals B to such a VT scene
graph with a query Q, and locate the correct region corresponding
to Q by this graph.
Region proposal generation. Region proposals in B are the bounding boxes in image I and can be obtained by object detectors
[40,41], or proposal generating models [42,43]. In our implementation, we use SSD [41] as our proposal extractor. Also, following
some state-of-the-arts [22,44,45], we evaluate the object candidates provided by datasets (Ground-truth bounding boxes). We
denote features of all region proposals as a matrix
B ¼ ½b1 ; . . . ; bC , each column of which is the feature vector of a
region proposal extracted from a pre-trained CNN. We also generate the high-level feature f I of the image I via the same CNN. Note,
we never use the label of bbox from detector.
3.2. ARU tagging
We construct an ARU tagging module to classify all words into
three different tags: Attribute (inherent description for an object,
such as ‘‘woman” or ‘‘young”), Relationship (correlation between
a pair of objects, such as ‘‘right” or ‘‘holding”) and aUxiliary (structural auxiliary word, such as ‘‘the” or ‘‘of”), which are denoted as
A; R and U respectively and make up a tagset, i.e. T ¼ fA; R; Ug. This
is something like Part-Of-Speech (POS) taggers [46–48] that syntactically assigns each word in a sentence an appropriate part of
speech tag of a tagset, such as the Penn Treebank [49] (the tagset
is shown in Table 4). Even so, it is inappropriate to hard label each

word only accords to the tag from POS Tagger. For example, in
most situations, a noun should be the subject because it is always
the carrier of an action or an attribute, thus be tagged as A (Attribute). But a noun can also be the relationship between two subjects such as ‘‘the friend (A/R) in red of the girl”. Another
example is the words of position such as ‘‘right” and ‘‘top” that
they can be labeled as Relationship to represent spatial relationship, but can also be labeled as Attribute of some subjects (‘‘the
guy in green shirt to the right (A/R) of the little girl”). Consider
these situations, we propose to use a Bi-LSTM [50] to automatically
assign A, R and U to each word guided by the PT labels.
Thus, we design an ARU tagger with the input query Q, image
feature f I and Penn Treebank (PT) tag of each word. Specifically,
we first initialize Bi-LSTM with f I . Then, given the t-th word qt
and its PT tag, we represent this word by the concatenation of hid

!
den states of forward and backward LSTMs, i.e., ht ¼ ht ; ht . We
assign qt a tag st 2 T by putting ht into an fc layer followed with
softmax function. All words labeled by tag A; R and U can be
grouped to three subsets of Q denoted as QA ; QR and QU
respectively.
3.3. Weakly-supervised VT scene graph generation
Most scene graph generating works [37–39] are under full
supervision. That is, we must provide the ground truth scene graph
for each image to learn an effective generation model, which is
unavailable in most real-world situations. In contrast, we explore
to build scene graph in a labor-saving and weakly-supervised
way where only grounding annotations are available. We will
define the query-related nodes V and edges E, their corresponding
attributes A and relationships R from image, query and region proposals. We regard this requirement as a two-step process named
attributes assigning and relationship referring.
Attributes assigning. We consider the t-th word qt in Q is an
attribute in the image I if we have st ¼ A according to the ARU tagging. An attribute word can be a noun, e.g. ‘‘girl” and ‘‘dog”, an
adjective, e.g. ‘‘red” and ‘‘little”, an adverb, e.g. ‘‘carefully” and
‘‘happily”, or other related words. In graph G; A indicates which
attribute words selected from the given query Q should be
included in a node in V, which is equivalent to assigning attributes
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words to a region proposal. To this end, by concatenating the t-th
a
hidden state ht and the feature of a proposal bc , and passing them
a
into an fc layer with ReLU, we can obtain the representation f c;t of
the pair of region proposal and attribute word hbc ; qt i as well as
their matching score by softmax. The proposal with the highest
score will be structurally assigned attribute qt . As a result, for each
attribute word, we obtain the probability vector wat 2 R1C and the
indicated one-hot vector mat 2 R1C . Furthermore, we get
a

M ¼ diagðm Þ;

ð1Þ

a



a

mat



where m is computed by applying max-pooling to
along
all attribute words. Easy to know, the diagonal binary matrix
Ma 2 RCC represents the most possible assigned proposals for
all attribute words, while Wa 2 RCT represents the weights
across all pairs attribute word and proposal. By attribute assigning, the region proposals that are assigned an attribute word constitute a subset denoted as V A (from ma ), and assigned attributes
make up the set A. For a proposal bc , we calculate its attribute
a
representation f c by

n
o
a
a
f c ¼ /t Waðc;tÞ f c;t ;



Wa ¼ wa1 ; . . . ; waT ;

ð2Þ
a

where /t means the max-pooling along the dimension t. f c is used
to represent graph G, so as to embed the textual attribute information effectively, as introduced later.
Relationship referring. For the t-th word qt in ARU tagging, if we
have st ¼ R, it will be considered as a type of relationship w.r.t. an
edge. In a graph G; R indicates which relationship words should be
assigned to an edge in E, which is equivalent to referring relationship among all region proposals according to the relationship
words, i.e. QR . This directed edge can be denoted as a triplet
hbc ; qt ; bc0 i where bc and bc0 are two region proposals in B and redenoted as ‘‘subject” and ‘‘object” respectively to represent the
direction of the edge. The problem becomes to assign each
qt 2 QR to a proper edge to accurately represent relationship
between region proposals. A simple solution is to regard such
problem as a classification task for relationship words, which, however is difficult due to the extremely large size of edge set. Hence,
we take a trade-off by decomposing the problem to two subproblems by first matching hbc ; qt i and bc0 and then matching bc and
hqt ; bc0 i. To this end, we first construct an LSTM with the inputs
r
bc and ht to get the probability of bc0 2 B being related to bi accordr
ing to qt , and denoted as P bc0 jbc ; ht . Then, by considering the negative direction, the probability of bc being related to bc0 according
r
to qt can be also calculated via another LSTM, i.e., P bc jht ; bc0 . For
each relationship word in QR , we then obtain two one-hot matrices
!
!r
Mt 2 RCC and Mrt 2 RCC and two probability matrices W rt 2 RCC
and
2R
that defines the relationship structures and matching scores between arbitrary two region proposals in B, where !
and represents the direction of relationship is from bc to bc0 , or
the opposite. Consequently, the ensemble matrix representing
relationship structure of each triplet can be computed by
Wrt

CC

!
Mrt ¼ Mrt þ Mrt

>
:

ð3Þ

Note the diagonal of Mt are zeros, due to no object is related to
itself, and if a word is not in QR , the matrices are a zero matrix.
Then, we generate the relationship structure matrix Mr by max 
pooling all Mrt along the dimension t,

Mr ¼ /t

 r
Mt :

ð4Þ

We use V R to represent the node set whose nodes are all
included into the edges assigned relationship words. With the
!
two direction’s probability matrices W rt and Wrt , we can calculate
the relationship representation of bc by
r

f c ¼ /t

 
n! o
;
f rc;t
f rc;t
þ /t

ð5Þ

where

o
Xn !
!r
f c;t ¼
W rtðc;c0 Þ f ðc;t;c0 Þ ;

c0 2 f1; . . . ; C g;

ð6Þ


X 
;
¼
Wrtðc0 ;cÞ f ðc0 ;t;cÞ

c0 2 f1; . . . ; C g:

ð7Þ

c0

f rc;t

c0

P
/t and c0 are the max-pooling function and summation along the
dimension t and c0 , respectively. Note for the proposal bc and bc0 , we
can compute the relationship representations of them in the left
and right direction by
r
!
f ðc;t;c0 Þ ¼ g ðbc0 ; ht Þ;

r

f ðc0 ;t;cÞ ¼ g ðbc0 ; ht Þ;

ð8Þ

!
where g and g are two different MLPs. In Eq. (5), we obtain the
relationship representation of region proposal bc , which will help
construct an effective graph representation in scene graph generation. Because of the proposed ARU tagger, the relationships in our
scene graph are different from the previous relationship detection
model [51,52] and scene graph model [37,39,38]. They take a
‘‘subject-predicate-object” template, and the relationships are
always a predicate verb. In contrast, the relationship words in our
model are up to the ARU tagging.
VT Scene graph generation. Given a query Q, by assigning objects
and referring relationships, a VT scene graph G ¼ fV A [ V R ; E; A; Rg
is generated. Meanwhile, through Eqs. (1) and (4), a graph structure matrix Mar ¼ Ma þ Mr is constructed to represent all nodes
and edges recognized by the proposed model, and we call this
operation Graph Structure Construction. However, the graph will
be unnatural if V A and V R are with a big gap, in other words, V A
and V R may contain totally different region proposals, which would
lead to the recognized attributes and relationships are thoroughly
irrelevant. To mitigate this, a graph consistency loss is proposed

LG ðma ; mr Þ ¼ 

C
1X
zc ;
C c¼1

8
mac ¼ mrc ¼ 1;
>
< 1;
mac – mrc ;
zc ¼ 0;
>
:
0:5; mac ¼ mrc ¼ 0;

ð9Þ

ð10Þ

where ma consists of the diagonal elements of Ma , and mr is a joint
vector of Mr computed by

h



i
rðv Þ
rðh Þ
rðv Þ
rðhÞ
mr ¼ max m1 ; m1 ; . . . ; max mC ; mC
;

ð11Þ





where mrðvÞ ¼ max Mðr:;jÞ and mrðhÞ ¼ max Mðri;:Þ . Note, in our
implementation,
we
use
a
Gaussian
function

2
(f ðxi Þ ¼ exp 10000ðxi  pÞ ), where p is the index indicating the
maximum value of input x ¼ ½x1 ;    ; xn Þ to approximate the original
one-hot operation to ensure the consistency loss is differentiable for
the model and the gradient can be backproped. To effectively represent an VT scene graph, we first use Graph Weights Assigning (Eq. (2)
and (5)))) to obtain the attribute feature and relationship feature of
a region proposal bc . Then, we take a cross strategy to represent
visual-textual scene graph G named Cross Graph Representation
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G ¼ g>1 ; . . . ; g>C ;

ð12Þ

where


n o
a r
U
gc ¼ g G f c ; f c ; /t ht
; c 2 f1; . . . ; C g

ð13Þ

where g G is an MLP network (see Fig. 3).
3.4. Visual grounding
We have obtained a visual-textual scene graph G ¼ fV; E; A; Rg
in the previous section, where V ¼ V A [ V R . To locate the most
related region in a given image, we take the graph representation
G and all query hidden state fht g in ARU tagging as input. A coattention model [53] is used to model the cross modal attention
between them:
T
X

aqt ht ; g~ ¼

C
X

agc gc ;

ð14Þ

aqt ¼ softmax F q ðht Þ ; agc ¼ softmax F g ðgc ; q~ Þ :

ð15Þ

~¼
q

t¼1

i¼c

F q and F g are two MLPs to embed query and graph information. The
pred

grounding result b
probability vector

can be obtained by the maximum index of the

~ B> :
p ¼ softmax g

ð16Þ

Consequently, we define our loss function as:

L¼

N 



1X
pred

log P bn ¼ bn jQn ; In ; Bn þ aLG þ bLQ ;
N n

ð17Þ

where LG and LQ are the graph consistency loss and textual consis
tency loss, respectively. a and b are the coefficients of two losses. bn
is the target correct region proposal. Inspired by the reconstruction
structure [22,24,15], and to ensure the reconstructed sentence is
the same as the input query, we build a textual consistency loss
by an extra LSTM

LQ ¼ 

T 1
1 X
log P qtþ1 jðqt ; . . . ; q1 Þ; f I ; G ;
T  1 t¼1

ð18Þ

Unlike previous methods reconstructing from predicted region,
we consider to reconstruct text description from the graph representation G.
4. Experiments
4.1. Datasets and implementation details
We evaluate the proposed framework on three datasets based
on MS-COCO [56], i.e. ReferCOCO, ReferCOCO + and ReferCOCOg
[57]. In the three datasets, the proposals and expressions labeled
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by labors are different. In ReferCOCO, the queries are short phrases,
whilst in ReferCOCO+ and ReferCOCOg, their queries are normally
declarative sentences, short and long. The data statistics are
recorded in Table 3. We have the same data splits as [22,45,17] that
we split ReferCOCO and ReferCOCO+ into 40,000 training, 5000 validation, and 5000 testing samples, where the testing set are further
split into ‘‘TestA” and ‘‘TestB”. More precisely, images containing
multiple people are put into ‘‘TestA” while images containing other
objects are in ‘‘TestB”. ReferCOCOg is split into 44,822 training and
5000 validation samples.
In this paper, we use VGG-16 [4] as our backbone to extract
image features from the FC-7 layer and the detected bounding
boxes are from SSD [41]. The VGG-16 is pretrained on ImageNet
[45] and fine-tuned on MS-COCO. For our language model, we rank
the frequency of words in dataset, and the top 6000 words are
selected while the others are thought to be word ‘‘hunki”. We
obtain the Penn Treebank tags by the NLTK toolkit [58]. The Penn
Treebank tagset has 36 different syntactic tags (omit punctuation
and see Table 4), and we add two types of tag for position (‘‘top”,
‘‘bottom”, ‘‘left”, ‘‘right”, ‘‘front” and ‘‘back”) and ‘‘hunki” respectively. we set the learning word embedding vector with the dimension of 512 and the hidden and cell state of all LSTMs have the
dimension of 256. We take momentum stochastic gradient descent
as the optimizer, where the momentum coefficient is set to 0.9. We
train the model with the learning rate 0.1 and total epoch 30, and
the learning rate will decrease to 1/10 after 10 epochs. The coefficients of graph consistency and textual consistency losses a and b
are both set to 0:1. The evaluation metric is the accuracy. For
detected bboxes, the correct grounding means the detected bbox
has more than 50% IOU with the gt bbox. For gt bboxes, the accuracy means how accurate the query select the correct object.
4.2. Visual grounding results
In Table 1, we compare the results of our model with previous
methods with ground-truth (gt) bboxes and detected ones. All
the compared methods use VGG-16 to extract visual features,
which is the same as our setting. First, with gt bboxes, the proposed method almost outperforms other state-of-the-arts from
short phrase to full sentence. On ReferCOCO+, our model achieves
accuracy 70.27% and 66.09% on val and testB set, while the previous best results are 65.56% and 62.90% (A-ATT-r4 and VC). On
ReferCOCOg, the results on split val of the proposed method can
reach to 77.45%, and the previous best is 73.18%. We think the reason is the sentences in ReferCOCO+ and ReferCOCOg always have
longer descriptions of reference objects, which results in failure
in previous methods. The vtGraphNet makes image into a textrelated scene graph, which significantly strengthens the relationships among objects. On ReferCOCO, in which the queries are all
short phrases, our model still outperforms on split val (83.10%)
and testA (83.02%). We consider the reason is that few relationships are short phrases, which makes most words in ReferCOCO

Fig. 3. Cross graph representation is computed by first weighting attribute word features and relationship word features, then fusing them and the max-pooling of auxiliary
word features. Graph consistency loss is computed by comparing the vertices corresponding attributes and relationships.
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Table 1
Comparisons on ReferCOCO, ReferCOCO+ and ReferCOCOg. The bold number denotes the best across all compared methods.
Methods

Bboxes

ReferCOCO

ReferCOCO+

ReferCOCOg
⁄

Val

TestA

TestB

Val

TestA

TestB

Val

Val

Test

Baseline [21]
visdif [22]
MMI [21]
visdif+MMI [22]
Luo et al. [23]
Luo et al. (w2v)[23]
Neg Bag [13]
speaker+listener+MMI [44]
speaker+reinforcer+MMI [44]
speaker+listener+reinforcer+MMI [44]
VC [54]
A-ATT-r4 [12]
MAttN [17]
vtGraphNet

gt
gt
gt
gt
gt
gt
gt
gt
gt
gt
gt
gt
gt
gt

–
–
–
–
–
–
76.90
79.22
78.38
79.56
–
81.27
80.94
83.10

63.15
67.57
71.72
73.98
74.14
74.04
75.60
77.78
77.13
78.95
78.98
81.17
79.99
83.02

64.21
71.19
71.09
76.59
71.46
73.43
78.00
79.90
79.53
80.22
82.39
80.01
82.30
82.17

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
61.72
61.32
62.26
–
65.56
63.07
70.27

48.73
52.44
58.42
59.17
59.87
60.26
–
64.41
63.99
64.60
62.56
68.76
65.04
71.43

42.13
47.51
51.23
55.62
54.35
55.03
–
58.62
58.25
59.62
62.90
60.63
61.77
66.09

55.16
59.25
62.14
64.02
63.39
65.36
68.40
71.77
67.06
72.63
73.98
73.18
73.08
77.45

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
73.04
75.02

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
72.79
76.67

MMI [21]
Neg Bag [13]
Luo et al. [23]
Luo et al. (w2v)[23]
Attr [55]
speaker+listener+MMI [44]
speaker+reinforcer+MMI [44]
speaker+listener+reinforcer+MMI [44]
VC [54]
vtGraphNet

det
det
det
det
det
det
det
det
det
det

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

64.90
58.60
68.11
67.94
72.08
72.95
72.34
72.88
73.33
72.47

58.51
56.40
54.65
55.18
57.29
63.10
63.24
63.43
67.44
63.26

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

54.03
–
56.61
57.05
57.97
60.23
59.36
60.43
58.40
63.62

42.81
–
43.74
43.33
46.20
48.11
48.72
48.74
53.18
51.18

45.85
39.50
47.60
49.07
52.35
58.57
58.70
59.51
62.30
65.09

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

are attributes, which is still helpful to visual grounding (analyze in
Section 4.6). Then, with SSD detected bboxes, we have better performances on ReferCOCO+ and ReferCOCOg, and comparable
results on ReferCOCO. Specifically, we obtain 63.62% on split testA
of ReferCOCO+, and obtain 65.09% on ReferCOCOg, both of which
are with more than 3% improvement.
4.3. Ablation study
We then evaluate the contributions of some key components in
the proposed framework with gt bboxes, and the results are shown
in Table 2. The baseline (vtGraphNet:co_att) is the model in which
we only consider the co-attention of query and all objects, and no
graph would be constructed. We first evaluate that using ARU tagging to generate a scene graph without extra loss (vtGraphNet:ARU
+co_att). The results show that ARU tagging dramatically improves
the performance because the constructed VT scene graph considers
relationships among objects and aggregates them into a graph
structure. Then, we evaluate the model with the proposed graph
consistency loss (vtGraphNet:ARU+gph+co_att). On three datasets,
most results increase in contrast to omitting this loss. The reason is
that the graph consistency loss makes the nodes and relationships
associate, and reduces noisy information. After that, we evaluate
ARU tagging with the textual consistency loss. Obviously, the textual consistency loss can also improve the ARU tagging performance on all three datasets. When ARU tagging adds both graph
consistency and textual consistency loss, the performance further
increases on most splits of three datasets.

4.4. Visual-textual scene graph generation
We show some examples in Fig. 4 including VT scene graph and
predictions. We can see the proposed vtGraphNet can transform an
image to a VT scene graph. Regions are correlated via different relationship words, and some of them have their own attributes. Such
as the top right example, ‘‘4” has the attributes ‘‘man, gun”, and
‘‘1,2” have the relationship ‘‘holding”. But the constructed graph
is still not very ‘‘dense”, which means that the VT scene graph does
not describe the overall scene but only contain several important
parts in image based on query. Another phenomenon is the attribute and relationship are not strictly and syntactically separate.
For example, the word ‘‘front” is recognized as an attribute in the
top left example. From the first column in Fig. 4, we show some
examples that same image with different queries. Easy to know,
even for the same image, different queries will generate different
VT scene graphs, which illustrates the difference of our VT scene
graph with common scene graph is VT scene graph needs to jointly
consider visual and textual information.
4.5. ARU Tagging
Penn Treebank to ARU tags. In the proposed ARU tagging, we
adopt the weakly-supervised training strategy to obtain three
types of tag (Attribute, Relationship and aUxiliary) with the information from query, image and Penn Treebank (PT) tags. We also try
to directly obtain ARU tags by mapping PT tags by the rule in
Table 4. We can see the results in Table 5 that the grounding accu-

Table 2
Ablation studies for different key components of the proposed method. The bold number denotes the best across all compared methods.
Model

vtGraphNet:co_att (baseline)
vtGraphNet:ARU+co_att
vtGraphNet:ARU+gph+co_att
vtGraphNet:ARU+rec+co_att
vtGraphNet:ARU+rec+gph+co_att

ReferCOCO

ReferCOCO+

ReferCOCOg

Val

TestA

TestB

Val

TestA

TestB

Val⁄

80.93
82.59
82.85
82.97
83.10

79.75
82.10
82.12
82.18
83.02

79.53
82.16
82.32
82.03
82.17

65.45
70.13
70.52
70.43
70.27

66.71
70.65
71.19
70.94
71.43

61.63
66.05
66.44
66.16
66.09

71.80
76.46
76.60
77.36
77.45
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Fig. 4. Examples of VT scene graph for VG task. The green nodes mean the correct prediction, while the red means failure. The first column show when same image is with
different queries. The last two columns are some correct predictions and a failure case. Results show the proposed vtGraphNet can obtain VT scene graph, with relationship
and attribute words are assigned to nodes and edges. This process makes an image a structured topology, and different queries will obtain different VT graph, which is helpful
to visual grounding. (Omit drawing some bboxes, and best view in color.). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)

Table 3
Dataset statistic.
Dataset

#images

#queries

#object

#min_obj

#max_obj

RefCOCO
RefCOCO+
RefCOCOg

19,994
19,992
26,711

142,209
141,564
85,474

50,000
49,856
54,822

2
2
2

75
75
69

Table 4
English Penn Treebank tagset to ARU tagset.
ARU tags

English Penn Treebank tags [49]

Attribute
Relationship

JJ, JJR, JJS, CD, NN, NNS, NNP, NNPS, PRP, PRP$, RB, RBR, RBS
VB, VBD, VBG, VBN, VBP, VBZ, IN, ‘‘top”, ‘‘bottom”, ‘‘left”,
‘‘right”, ‘‘front”, ‘‘back”
CC, DT, EX, FW, LS, MD, PDT, POS, RP, SYM, TO, UH, WDT, WP,
WP$, WRB, ‘‘hunki”

aUxiliary

racy with this mapping even slightly decreases. This may be partial
because the data-driven vtGraphNet trained directly on grounding
tasks works satisfactorily, and the hard tagging that independent
from image may not be proper.
Fine-grained ARU tags. The tagset of our method is in coarse level
(Only Attribute, relationship and Auxiliary), which we think is
enough in weakly-supervised situation. Nevertheless, we try that
if the tagset of ARU tagging was fine-grained. In practice, we split
attributes (A) into nouns (A1) and adjectives (A2) and split relationships into spatial relations (R1) and relationship predicates
(R2), as well as auxiliary (U). As shown in Table 5, the fine-

Table 5
Comparisons of different ARU. The bold number denotes the best across all compared
methods.
Types

RefCOCOg(Acc.)

ARU (A+R+U)
ARU (Penn Treebank mapping)
Fine-grained ARU (A1+A2+R1+R2+U)

77.45
77.32
76.62

grained tags do not bring better performance, which shows that
a coarse level tag set is enough for vtGraphNet.
4.6. Complexity of visual grounding
Simple visual grounding. In some cases, the queries are simple
phrases without any relationship information, such as ‘‘a child”.
We show that, in these situations, the constructed VT scene graph
may reduce to simpler forms but can still support accurate visual
grounding (ReferCOCO result in Table 1). To validate the effectiveness of the vtGraphNet in simple tasks, we show some examples in
these situations (Fig. 5(a)). In simple situation, the graph will
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Fig. 5. VT scene graph examples of simple and complex VG. In simple case (a), the VT scene graph may degrade to simpler form that only contains one to two nodes. In
contrast, complex VG may contain more complex structure. (Omit drawing some bboxes.).

Table 6
Comparison between a state-of-the-art method and vtGraphNet on complex
ReferCOCOg dataset (query_len > n and obj_num > n) where n 2 f0; 5; 10; 15g. The
bold number denotes the best across all compared methods.
Method

Complex level n

ReferCOCOg (val*)

A-ATT
vtGrapNet

0

73.18
77.45

A-ATT
vtGrapNet

5

70.80
71.61

A-ATT
vtGrapNet

10

40.12
42.79

A-ATT
vtGrapNet

15

20.31
21.88

reduce to a simpler node set without any relationship among each
other. For example, in the first image, the query is ‘‘an old parking
meter”, which has no relationship word. The graph reduces to only
a node ‘‘1” with the attribute ‘‘old, parking, meter”. This also
reduces the searching space, and makes the grounding model focus
on the region proposal ‘‘1” by considering the attribute ‘‘old, parking, meter”.
Complex visual grounding. We also evaluate complex visual
grounding. The complexity appears as two factors, i.e., the length
of query and number of region proposals. Thus, we construct some
complex subset (query_len > n and obj_num > n, about half of
original dataset) of the dataset ReferCOCOg and train from scratch
where n 2 0ðvanilla complexityÞ; 5; 10; 15. We compare our results
with A-ATT [12]’s in Table 6. Obviously, the accuracy values are
both declined, but our result still outperforms [12]. The reason is
that our vtGraphNet is able to build all visual-textual semantic
relationships and aggregate them into a VT scene graph, which is
helpful to visual-language tasks especially complex visual grounding. We also visualize the VT scene graph of some complex visual
grounding scene in Fig. 5(b). Compared to simpler VG, complex situation could obtain more complex VT scene graph, even find some
latent relationships in queries.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a novel framework, vtGraphNet, to produce visual-textual (VT) scene graph for complex visual
grounding. Unlike previous works, our approach aims to construct
an overall bi-modal understanding of image and query, through
which the target object can be more accurately located. We first
construct an ARU Tagging model to sequentially classify every
query word to attribute, relationship or auxiliary. Then, we propose an attribute-assigning model and a relationship-referring
model to associate related region proposals to the words tagged
as attribute and relationship, respectively. To obtain compact
and feasible VT scene graph, we propose a simple yet effective
graph consistency loss function to constrain the association of
attribute and relationship region proposals. Finally, discriminative
region features are derived from the graph representation and
help to locate the target object via classification. Extensive evaluations on benchmark datasets validate the effectiveness of the
proposed approach in handling complex visual grounding problems. In the future, we want to explore integrating more sophisticated language model and semantics-driven similarity measure
[59,60] in the proposed vtGraphNet. We are also interested in
applying our model in real-world application scenarios, such as
fast object localization and retrieval via in situ speech
recognition.
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